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The DNA of a Successful

Since the founding of the Amazon marketplace, Amazon
sellers have had to develop sophisticated skills to thrive in
a marketplace packed with two million competitors.

4 Traits of successful Amazon sellers.

1. The data scientist.
Elite Amazon sellers have
developed mechanisms to scour
vast product information to gain a
competitive edge.

No longer relying on the old-fashioned
approach of randomly identifying new
products at trade shows, these sellers use
crawling/scraping tools to pull product
data from Amazon, assessing sales levels,
competition levels, price changes over
time, and feature limitations that can open
doors to introductions of superior new
product launches. 

These same sellers also collect historical
sales data to build sales forecasting models,
so they understand seasonal trends and
historical stock levels of their suppliers, and
purchase large quantities well before peak
seasons.
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2. The expert negotiator.
Even for sellers lacking forecasting tools,
their businesses can still perform extremely
well when they have well-managed,
unique supplier relationships

To find the best product deals, these sellers use
impressive social skills across their extensive
professional networks. They know how to drive a
tough bargain position with suppliers, while
maintaining a tight relationship.

3. The operational engineer.

Amazon sellers use advanced, data-driven software tools to
automate processes within their organization. These software
tools typically include inventory management software to
replenish inventory, re-pricing software to adjust product pricing
enough to win Amazon’s buy box, feedback software to solicit
product reviews from customers, and listing software to manage
product content.

Advanced sellers look for opportunities to replace
repetitive tasks with software, thereby accelerating
efficiency and increasing their profit margin.

4. The philosopher.
The successful Amazon sellers focus on current products,
while also maintaining a longer-term view for additional
opportunities and anticipated marketplace developments.

If one product makes up a large percentage of their business, they seek to
diversify that success by adding more products rather than rely on a few
best sellers. This way, a competitive surprise has less negative effect on the
seller’s overall business.
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